it at is just a place where late teens and early twenties go to dance, but I feel it there, probably
because it is crowded and I feel a little bit out of place since I’m younger than most everybody there
and legally I shouldn’t be in there. For some reason, almost everybody with a moustache or beard
seems bigger than me, even though, logically, I know there’s not many who are. The situation of
quiet fear isn’t helped much by my friends telling me that I probably wouldn’t stand much of a
chance in a fight against anybody who’s even done a little bit of it, and that my wrestling knowledge
wouldn’t help me at all; again, despite my size and strength. In my mind, I know that nobody’s
going to attack me at those places, but psychologically, I have a little bit of fear that it might happen.
If you want to get Freudian about it, I suppose it comes from being picked on when I was a fat little
kid.
I have a strange, but true, story to tell about puns. Early last June, I got a stack of HYPHENs
from Bruce Pelz. This was practically the first fanwriting I’d read by Walt Willis or John Berry.
After I read a few of them, I started to make puns more readily. I think I read about three issue in
one day, and just for the hell of it, in school, I dropped a few of the puns from the zine into
conversation. And somehow these got me going, and I made up more of my own, spontaneously.
That night, a couple of friends came over, one of whom had a small reputation in my circle as
a punster. While the other one played ragtime piano, he and I played ping pong, but with a
shuttlecock instead of a ball. I dropped in a few of the Willis, Berry, and Shaw puns. I made one of
my own. Two minutes late, I made another. In the next half an hour, I must have made twenty puns,
nearly all spontaneous; nearly all of them bad, too. But they were puns, and in my entire life, I’d
never made so many. One a week was good, I’d thought up until then.
After that night, I was never as good, tho. I think I maybe made five good ones the next day.
Pretty soon I finished most of the HYPHENs, and read the other ones at infrequent intervals. And
my pun production dropped sharply off. I can make a few now and then, but the rate is little better
than before (of course, the fact hat during the summertime I am, because of my work situation,
forced to associate with ta bunch of near illiterates who wouldn’t know a pun if they tripped over
it, doesn’t help matters. Once school starts and I start hanging around people who will recognize
puns when they’re dropped in, I should improve.) But I’ll bet that if I went and reread those
HYPHENs, like issues 16-20 or so, I’d start making them again. ‘Pun my word as a gentlefan I
would, indeed, suh.
I can only remember one of them, one which I thought was really good. “Taking a bath has really
made you __________ of destinktion.” I was visiting my nextdoor neighbors, and a cute little girl
about three years younger than I mentioned taking a bath or shower recently. So I threw that one in;
she got all offended and said “How do you know?!” I had to explain the damned thing to the entire
bunch that was sitting out on the porch. I would have thought that the parents at least would get it,
but evidently they didn’t. I threw in about two or three more that night, and they didn’t catch those
either. It’s maddening when that happens.
I enjoy spoonerisms. But it’s not a form of humor which I understand well at all. My basic
conception of one is just a reversal of the first two or so letters of the two words being played upon,
but here in FANGLE and in an old PELF, there were rather more complex ones. I’ll have to study
those and see if I can get the idea of it. I’d be interested in reading any good books on puns and word
play? Do you know of any? And while some people say it’s the lowest form of humor, I can’t agree
with that. It is the people who can’t make them that say that. Personally, as far as I’m concerned,
any kind of humor can match any other. Even slapstick—if it’s done well, as by the Marx Brothers
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or Laurel and Hardy. It is only when humor is handled by the humorless that one can say one form
is lower than another.
I’ve been trying like crazy to drop a pun into the last paragraph, but I can’t seem to do it. Oh
well. I’d entendred to write more in the way of a loc, but it’s getting late, and I have to get up vry
early tomorrow morning. Hope to hear from you soon.

FRANK DENTON

August 18, 1974 – Seattle, WA

I’ve been meaning to write you a real honest-to-Ghu loc, but it’s not in the cards. We had a wedding
(daughter) and lots of other stuff get in the way of fanac, so I determined tonight to just drop you
a note and tell you how glad I was to see Fangle again. I read it through cover to cover and enjoyed
every bit of it. Gee, you’ve got a run going now. Keep it up.
Swordidly,

Frank

DAVE PIPER

MAY 2007

13 August 74– Ruislip, Middx, England
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